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TitanX Engine Cooling is a leading supplier of commercial vehicle engine
cooling solutions . We provide global service to OEMs of trucks, buses, offhighway equipment and industrial diesel engines. The company has its
headquarters in Gothenburg, Sweden

• Headoffice, Gothenburg
Sweden
• Manufacturing sites, Sweden,
USA, Brazil
• New manufacturing sites
2015, China, Mexico
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Our products

Truck cooling modules

GenSet cooling module

Bus cooling modules

Condensers

Transmission-/Retarder
Oil-Coolers
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Customers served by:
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Previous implementation experience
• As a ’victim’
• In an industry leading company with manufacturing sites in over 30
countries and many standardized components we implemented a leading
French PDM system in the end of the 90’s. With good intentions we applied
strict change management rules. All and every change, big or small, came
to a complete stop.

• As an ’accepting user’
• The company over time spent considerable time and resources, (trained inhouse staff) to program a customized version of the system.

• As a ’believer’
• Almost like an effect of having implemented PDM the company re-organized
especially Engineering. Global Design Authority groups per product lines
were started providing smaller groups of people handling changes and thus
speeding the process up. The PDM had also been expanded to a PLM
system.

• To actually benefit from having it
• As responsible to set up the China Development organization that over a
three year period grew to 250 engineers the system was a big support to
introduce business processes and ways of working.
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Using the experience gained

Lesson learned

How used

● Alignment

● Before selecting PLM system I
have aligned our processes
into a way that we want to
work. Note that this is very
different from mapping how
we work today.

• If you are to use a foreign
set of processes and rules
you have to prepare and
align your own before
going live.

● This then becomes an
important prerequisite on the
PLM system in the selection
process. It has to be able to fit
what I want since I do not
want to fit into something that
is not TitanX.
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Using the experience gained

Lesson learned

How used

● Involvement

● Our implementation is planned
in several phases over the
coming years. Even if some
departments will not get their
functionality working until
much later I involve them in
planning from the start.

• Make sure all functions in
your company are involved
early. It is not uncommon
that PLM is thought of as
purely a tool for RD&E.
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Using the experience gained

Lesson learned

How used

● Be prepared

● I will need a PLM system that I
can use as a guide and
housekeeper but let people
take the decisions on what
happens next in the processes.

• Anticipate what can
happen when you allow a
software to take decisions
on what you allow your
personnel to do.

● In our case the distinction
between minor and major
changes is very important to
have configured correctly.
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Using the experience gained

Lesson learned

How used

● Organization

● In our case we have added
Design Authorities per product
line to ensure standardization
of components.

• How does PLM fit in your
organization or the other
way around?

● Involving everyone from the
start allows anticipation of
coming and needed changes in
all departments.
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Using the experience gained

Lesson learned

How used

● Adding new entities

● Make sure it works well in our
original three sites before
introducing to our new.

• When functioning well a
PLM system is very helpful
in starting up new entities
in a corporation.
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Selecting the right PLM software

• Cost, both annual fees and up front investment was for us a very important parameter
as we are investing in new manufacturing locations at the same time.
• User interface, not to be underestimated when introducing a new tool.
• Customization, I want convergence between how I want ourselves to work and how
the PLM support our processes.
• Support, being able to solve smaller and daily issues with in-house personnel but also
having system support on the customized solution you have implemented.
• CAD, possibility for engineers to work directly from CAD station.

• From this we came to choose
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TitanX situation
• The three ’original’ sites, once all part of the Valeo Corporation had from both
geographical and product line differences different DNA and culture.

• Our journey has been to first establish ourselves as sites no longer dependent on a big
Mother corporation through creating our own set of common ground to now step up to
be the Global leader in our field.
• We believe that the right PLM system is one of many important tools that can be used
as change agent when creating this new Global corporation. Our new PLM system will
not only support us with a better way to manage our data, it will force us to reengineer our process to a global standard.
• This is one more way in which we will drive cultural change.
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Our challenges
• Design Anywhere – Manufacture Anywhere
–

3 sites working differently and managing information
differently resulting in:
• Design collaboration between Sweden and US is
inefficient.

• Multiple identical parts exits
• Finding, Updating and having visibility and
traceability into product are difficult

• Expansion to additional geographic location is
difficult with current processes
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Implementation challenges CAD
• The three sites have invented their own ways of handling CAD Data without PDM/PLM.
• This means different naming conventions, different storing of data and unfortunately
duplicate storing of same data on servers and local hard drives.

• With the CAD connector from
we will be able to not only import our
files to the ARAS database but in the same operation rename the files according to our
new and common naming convention and still keep the linked structure between all
files.
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Implementation challenges Change
Management
• It is imperative to us and our customers that we are able to handle changes differently
depending on whether or not they affect Form, Fit or Function.
• We need revision settings that allow for both Major and Minor changes and their
respective effect on other related parts.
• We need the decision on how the change impacts to be taken by our people and control
boards rather than the system.

• The Quickstart package from
that we base our implementation upon
includes solutions for this already which will make our time to go-live shorter.
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Current implementation status
• We will work with the CAD connector and the ARAS customization in two
independent but parallel paths.
• We will be able to start using the CAD connector as a PDM prior to going
live with the ARAS system. The connector allows our engineers to use
versioning inside the ARAS database while we configure and test the rest of
the functionalities in ARAS.
• Our part and BOM data will be loaded into ARAS from our ERP system and
just prior to going live with the system we will easily connect the CAD
Documents with their corresponding parts in ARAS.
• We will only load the latest released revision to limit the data we need to
clean and check. This also helps shorten time to go-live.

• A future challenge we need solved is to have E-BOM and M-BOM as
separate but linked data. We must be able to manufacture the same or very
similar product in for instance Sweden and China, for the same customer,
but with differences in the manufacturing process.
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Our implementation phases
• Phase 1: Configuration Management
–

Taking control of revisions on Part, BOM, Doc, Change Management etc.

• Phase 2: Optimization of Configuration Management
–

ERP Integration

• Phase 3: Quality Planning
–

D-FMEA, P-FMEA, Process Planner, Inspection & Control Plan, PPAP

• Phase 4: Project & Quoting
–

Project Management & Execution (APQP)

• Phase 5: Quality Handling & Tooling
–

Issue, NCR, Audits, QRQC

• Phase 6: Supplier Collaboration
• Phase 7: Requirements Management
• Phase 8: Simulation and IP Data Management
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Summary
• A PLM system can really be an enabler to drive changes and improvements to how your
company performs.

• But to do that the system you choose must be able to support your wanted business
processes and shall not impose it’s own on you.
• Be sure to invite and get buy in from all functions as the PLM eventually will be a
benefit and daily working tool for the whole enterprise.
• Do not start with over complicated business rules programmed into the system. It is
more likely to have a successful launch if PLM is perceived as a supporting rather than
a controlling tool.
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